Important Instructions for the Candidates
Important Instructions for the candidates of DTISL for the Academic Session 2019-21.

Please go through the following instructions:


The total marks for the DTISL entrance test will be 150, which will be further divided into 2 steps
i.e. written test and interview. The written test will be conducted for 50 marks and the interview
and ISL skills assessment will be for 100 marks. The written exam will be conducted to assess
language and comprehension skills whereas the interview and assessment of ISL skills will be
conducted to assess teaching aptitude and ISL skills. Based on total marks out of 150, merit list
will be prepared following the norms of reservation.



First written examination will be conducted. Based on the marks of the written test, candidates will
be called for the nest step of the entrance test i.e. interview and assessment of ISLSkills. The
maximum number of candidates called for the interview and assessment of ISL skills will be three
times the number of seats in each category. Therefore, the number of candidates called for
interview will be as follows:
Category

Number of Seats

OBC
ST
SC
GEN
EWS
Total

05
01
03
11
02
22

Number of candidates called for
itnerview (Three times)
15
3
9
33
6
66



There will be objective type questions in the written test.



The entire process of completing the entrance test will take 2-3 days time. So candidates should
plan well in advance and arrange their stay themselves accordingly.



Admission to DTISL course will be based on merit list following reservation norms. Admission
will be strictly after Verification of original conclusive certificates brought by the candidate during
verification process, failing which admission will be rejected even if the candidate qualifies the
entrance test (Written test and Assessment of ISL skills &Interview).



Please ensure that you meet all the eligibility criteria specified by the ISLRTC and your name
appears in the list of eligible candidates before you plan to appear in the entrance test.



Entrance examination fee is non-refundable/non-adjustable, whether candidate appears for DTISL
entrance test or not.



Candidate has to strictly follow the date, time and venue as decided by ISLRTC for appearing in

the written test and interview.


Due to any unavoidable situation, date, time and venue of entrance test may be changed.



No admit card/Hall ticket will be issued by ISLRTC to appear in the entrance test of DTISL. All
the necessary information will be made available from time to time on ISLRTC website. Hence,
Candidates are requested to visit ISLRTC website www.islrtc.nic.in regularly for latest update.

Required documents for appearing in DTISL entrance test

I.
II.
III.

Valid Original ID card (Aadhar Card/ Voter ID Card/ Passport/ Pan Card/ Driving License/ any
other valid card issued by the Competent Authority)
Latest Photographs (Two copies)
All the original documents (Educational marksheet & certificate & Disability certificate) and Caste
caertificates if applicable need to be brought for verification.

